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a b s t r a c t

Closed-loop supply chain network design (CLSCND) has been increasingly spotlighted over the latest
decade. The focus has been given to maximize the economic performance, resource utilization and
sustainability through incorporating a holistic decision-making on both forward and reverse logistics. In
this paper, a new fuzzy-stochastic multi-objective mathematical model is formulated for sustainable
CLSCND. The model aims at balancing the trade-off between cost effectiveness and environmental
performance under different types of uncertainty. The environmental performance of CLSCND is
measured by carbon emission. Moreover, the network flexibility is modeled and incorporated in the
decision-making so that customer demands can be fulfilled by different means. In order to solve the
complex optimization problem, the model is first defuzzilized and converted into an equivalent crisp
form. Then, a sample average approximation based weighting method (SAAWM) is developed to obtain a
set of Pareto optimal solutions between cost and carbon emission under different uncertain environ-
ments. The model is validated through a set of numerical experiments. The computational results show,
through the incorporation with network flexibility, the proposed mathematical model and solution
approach can effectively generate consistent objective values and solutions over different scenario trees
and obtain robust strategic decisions on facility locations. Meanwhile, the flexibility and rationality of the
decision-making on transportation management, demand allocation and facility operations can be
improved as well.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Supply chain management (SCM) refers to the effective and
efficient management of the flows of materials, information and
capital throughout different actors of a supply chain including
supplier, manufacturer, distributor, retailer and customer
(Chopra and Meindl, 2016). Conventionally, the objective of SCM
is to maximize the supply chain surplus or profit through
decision-makings at strategic, tactical and operational levels. In
recent years, technological advancement and economic boom
have not only resulted in an improvement on people's living
standards and lifestyle but also brought significant environ-
mental and social challenges (Darbari et al., 2019; Yu and
Solvang, 2016b), e.g., resource depletion, water pollution and
r Ltd. This is an open access articl
waste generation, etc. Due to this reason, tremendous focus on
environmental friendliness and sustainable development has
been given by worldwide governments, companies as well as the
whole society. Defined by the United Nations, sustainable
development is “development that meets the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs” (Imperatives, 1987), which is supported by economic
prosperity, environmental protection and social harmony. To
achieve the goal of sustainable development, stringent environ-
mental regulations have been implemented across the globe,
with which manufacturers have to be involved in the manage-
ment of the end-of-life (EOL) returns and to take responsibility of
the entire lifecycle of their products. This has dramatically shif-
ted the focus and paradigm of traditional SCM. New concepts and
practices, e.g., green logistics (Rodrigue et al., 2008), sustainable
SCM (Carter and Liane Easton, 2011), and reverse logistics (Carter
and Ellram, 1998), have been proposed and implemented in order
to achieve a balance between economic performance and
e under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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environmental impact. A closed-loop supply chain (CLSC) in-
corporates the reverse logistics activities into a traditional for-
ward supply chain in order to maximize the utilization of
resources and improve both economic and environmental ben-
efits. Compared with the individual design and management of
forward supply chain and reverse logistics, which may lead to
sub-optimal decision-makings (Choudhary et al., 2015), a CLSC
aims at determining the global optimal solution through a ho-
listic analysis.

Supply chain network design (SCND) is one of the most
important strategic decisions in SCM (Chopra and Meindl, 2016),
which consists of two levels of decisions (Cakravastia et al.,
2002). Table 1 gives a comparison between the two levels of
decisions in SCND. The first-level decisions determine the
optimal network configuration through locating facilities with
different functions. The second-level decisions determine the
optimal use of the network structure through allocating
customer demand to different facilities and formulating the
transportation strategy on each itinerary. From decision-making
perspective, the first-level decisions are at strategic level and
have thus a long-term impact on the performance of a supply
chain. Once those decisions are made, it is extremely expensive
and time consuming to alter, so the first-level decisions in SCND
should be robust in order to withstand the possible changes on
external environment for many years to come. On the other
hand, the second-level decisions are made based upon the first-
level decisions. They are at tactical and/or operational levels,
which are more flexible and can easily be changed in order to
adapt the change of external environment and to optimize the
performance of a supply chain. Compared with traditional for-
ward SCND, the close-loop supply chain network design
(CLSCND) is more complicated due to the involvement of both
forward and reverse logistics activities. In addition, more com-
panies and hybrid facility functions may be included so that the
material flows on both channels can be handled in the CLSC.

CLSCND is a complex decision-making problem that aims at
simultaneously optimizing several conflicting goals, e.g., eco-
nomic efficiency, responsiveness to customer demand, and
environmental impact. Hence, the proper management of the
trade-off among these goals is of significant importance in the
planning of a CLSC. Furthermore, CLSCND involves both strategic
and operational decisions (Chopra and Meindl, 2016). Once the
first-level strategic location decisions are made, it is unlikely to
alter them within a short period due to the high expenses. In this
regard, a robust first-level decision may achieve long-term ben-
efits in both profitability and sustainability of a CLSC. However,
within the planning horizon of a CLSC, the network decisions are
inevitably suffered from different types of uncertainty (Talaei
et al., 2016; Subulan et al., 2015a). Moreover, some flexible
network operating options of capacity adjustment in the second-
Table 1
Comparison between first-level decisions and second-level decisions in SCND.

First-level decisions Second-level decisions

� Determining the network configuration through selecting
the number and locations of facilities

� Determining the opera
of demands and mater

� Strategic level � Tactical and/or operat
� Long-term impact on the performance of a supply chain � Medium-/short-term i
� Very expensive to be changed � Easy and inexpensive
� Should be robust to withstand the change of external

environment
� Should be flexible to a
level, e.g., outsourcing, hire of temporary workers and rent of
equipment, etc., may also yield significant influence on the first-
level location decisions and should thus be considered
holistically.

To this end, this papers aims, through advanced mathematical
programming approach, optimization and analysis, at answering
the following research questions:

� How to improve the environmental friendliness with a mini-
mum compromise on economic performance in CLSCND?

� How to manage different types of uncertainty in CLSCND in
order to generate robust strategic decisions?

� How can the first-level location decisions of CLSCND be affected
by incorporating the network flexibility at the operational level?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a
broad literature review on the recent research works of CLSCND
and identifies the contributions of the current research. Section 3
formulates the mathematical model for CLSCND under study. Sec-
tion 4 develops a solution method in order to effectively solve the
complex optimization problem. Computational experiments and
analysis are given in Section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the
paper and specifies future improvements.
2. Literature review

Over the years, extensive research works have been conducted
for the development of advanced decision-support methods for
both forward supply chain (Saberi et al., 2018) and reverse logistics
(Wang et al., 2019; Kuşakcı et al., 2019). Recently, the incorporation
of reverse logistics activities into traditional forward SCND has
increasingly been focused in the holistic planning of a CLSC. In this
regard, comprehensive literature reviews have been conducted by
Govindan et al. (2015) and Govindan and Soleimani (2017) in order
to summarize the development of sophisticated mathematical
models, improved computational methods and real-world case
studies for CLSCND. This paper focuses on the latest modeling ef-
forts and practices in CLSCND. In order to make a comparison with
the earlier research works in this field, the mathematical models
are categorized, based on their characteristics in the development
environment (deterministic vs. uncertainty) and model objectives
(single vs. multiple), into four types:

1. Deterministic model with single objective
2. Deterministic model with multiple objectives
3. Uncertain model with single objective
4. Uncertain model with multiple objectives
tions of the network through the selection of transportation mode and allocation
ial follows on different facilities and links
ional levels
mpact on the performance of a supply chain
to be changed
dapt the change of external environment
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2.1. Deterministic model with single objective

The primary target for a CLSCND problem is to improve the
economic performance through the value recovery from EOL
products. €Ozceylan et al. (2017) formulated a linear program to
maximize the profit generation of an integrated forward and
reverse logistics system in automotive industry. Considering
multiple products, alternative plants, retailers and suppliers, Amin
et al. (2017) proposed a profit maximization model for designing a
tire production CLSC system. Several scenarios were tested for
analyzing the performance of the optimal result. From the eco-
nomic efficiency perspective, the performance of a CLSC system
can also be evaluated by the overall cost. In this regard, Yi et al.
(2016) investigated a mathematical model for a real-world
retailed-oriented CLSC network planning of EOL construction
equipment.

The CLSCND is a complex optimization problem that usually
requires high computational efforts. Hence, several research
works have been conducted in order to provide enhanced solu-
tion approaches for improving the computational efficiency.
Chen et al. (2015) formulated an integer program for CLSCND
considering the recycling decisions, and an improved two-stage
genetic algorithm (GA) was developed and validated through
the comparison with the result obtained from LINGO solver in
small instances. Combining with two metaheuristics: particle
swarm optimization (PSO) and GA, Soleimani and Kannan (2015)
investigated an enhanced algorithm to solve a multi-product
multi-period CLSCND problem. The result was compared with
that obtained from MATLAB and CPLEX in small sized problems.

2.2. Deterministic model with multiple objectives

Nowadays, the increasing focus on environmental protection,
sustainable development and customer satisfaction has shifted the
traditional CLSCND towards finding the optimal balance among
economic benefits, environmental impact and other influencing
factors. In order to balance the cost and carbon emission,
Taleizadeh et al. (2019) proposed a bi-objective mixed integer
model for CLSCND considering pricing decisions and discount of
returned products. The objective functionswere combinedwith the
fuzzy Torabi-Hassini (TH) method. Hasanov et al. (2019) formulated
an optimizationmodel for balancing the trade-off between cost and
greenhouse gas (GHG) emission of a four-stage CLSC. The model
considers the remanufacturing in reverse logistics and incorporates
with the inventory decisions. Garg et al. (2015) developed a bi-
objective nonlinear optimization model for CLSCND considering
both profit and GHG emission. The GHG emission was reduced by
minimizing the total use of trucks in the forward channel and an
interactive fuzzy approach was used to combine different
objectives.

Taking into account of the balance between profit and energy
consumption, Kadambala et al. (2017) investigated a bi-objective
model for CLSCND, and both multi-objective particle swarm opti-
mization (MOPSO) and non-dominant sorted genetic algorithm
(NSGA-II) were applied to solve the proposed model. Zarbakhshnia
et al. (2019) proposed a multi-objective model for sustainable
CLSCND. The model aims at simultaneously minimizing cost, car-
bon emission and number of machines in line, and the three
objective functions are combined with ε-constraint method. Paksoy
et al. (2019) investigated a multi-objective optimization problem
for balancing different cost components, carbon emission and
percentage of late delivery of raw materials through the decision-
making on facility location, demand allocation and tour of vehi-
cles in CLSCND. Zohal and Soleimani (2016) formulated a multi-
objective integer program for simultaneously maximizing the
revenue, minimizing the cost and carbon emission in the planning
of a CLSC in gold industry. In addition, an enhanced ant colony al-
gorithm was investigated for improving the computational effi-
ciency of the proposed model.

2.3. Uncertain model with single objective

CLSCND is a long-term strategic decision, so exact values of the
model input within the planning horizon are difficult to forecast.
Therefore, modeling efforts have been given to improve the
decision-making of CLSCND under uncertainty; among which sto-
chastic programming is the most extensively used technique.
Considering the uncertainty of product quality, Jeihoonian et al.
(2017) formulated a two-stage stochastic model for CLSCND and a
scenario reduction approach was adopted in order to reduce the
size of large optimization problems. Zhen et al. (2019) investigated
a stochastic nonlinear optimization problem for minimizing the
total cost of CLSCND considering uncertainty from both demand
and return. The model was solved by an enhanced Tabu search
algorithm. Baptista et al. (2019) developed a multi-period two-
stage stochastic program for CLSCND aiming at maximizing the
profit expectation under uncertainty. The hybrid chance-constraint
and second order stochastic dominance risk averse measures were
investigated for risk management, and a fixed-and-relax decom-
position method was proposed to solve the model. Hajipour et al.
(2019) proposed a stochastic optimization model for traceable
CLSCND and two meta-heuristics: greedy randomized adaptive
search procedure (GRASP) and PSO, were employed to solve the
problem.

Almaraj and Trafalis (2019) formulated a robust optimization
model for minimizing the total cost of CLSCND. An integrated sto-
chastic and robust model was investigated by Keyvanshokooh et al.
(2016), where a Latin Hypercube Samplingmethod was adopted for
scenario reduction and a Benders decomposition method was
developed for accelerating the computation. Considering the un-
certainty from demand, return as well as carbon tax rate,
Haddadsisakht and Ryan (2018) proposed a hybrid stochastic and
robust optimization model for minimizing the total cost in CLSCND.
The model formulated multiple alternative transportation modes
and a Benders decomposition method was applied to solve the
problem.

Different from the stochastic perspective that focuses on
random uncertainty, Torabi et al. (2016) formulated a fuzzy mixed
integer linear program for CLSCND considering epistemic uncer-
tainty and disruption. Taking into account of different types of
uncertainty, Farrokh et al. (2018) proposed a fuzzy-stochastic
robust optimization model for minimizing the total cost of a
CLSC. The model formulates both random uncertainty and
epistemic uncertainty. Ghahremani-Nahr et al. (2019) investigated
a fuzzy-robustmodel and proposed awhale optimization algorithm
(WOA) for CLSCND.

2.4. Uncertain model with multiple objectives

Several research works have been done for simultaneously
managing the conflicting objectives under an uncertain environ-
ment. Considering the optimal trade-off between cost and addi-
tional demand facility of service, Saedinia et al. (2019) proposed a
robust bi-objective mathematical model for CLSCND in oil and gas
industry. The fuzzy TH was employed to generate Pareto optimal
solutions, and the model was validated through a case study in
Iran. Ahmadi and Amin (2019) investigated a chance-constraint
stochastic program for designing a mobile phone CLSC. The
model aims at balancing the profit generation and the weights of
eligible suppliers, which are estimated through a fuzzy method.
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Vahdani and Mohammadi (2015) formulated an uncertain and
responsive CLSCND problem with a bi-objective interval-sto-
chastic robust programming approach. The model aims at simul-
taneously minimizing the total cost and the waiting time. Das and
Posinasetti (2015) proposed a multi-objective stochastic model
for simultaneously maximizing profit generation, minimizing
energy consumption and minimizing harmful gas emission.
Mohammed et al. (2019) developed a stochastic optimization
model for planning a multi-period green CLSC. Four different
carbon policies: carbon cap, carbon tax, carbon tax-and-trade and
carbon offset were incorporated with the cost minimization
objective in order to test their effectiveness in the reduction of
carbon emission.

Taking into account of the balance among the total profit, the
fulfillment of customer demand and the missing working days due
to occupational accidents under epistemic uncertainty, Soleimani
et al. (2017) formulated a fuzzy multi-objective model for sus-
tainable CLSCND. Asim et al. (2019) proposed a fuzzy multi-
objective goal programming approach for the planning of a CLSC.
The model aims at determining the optimal trade-off among total
cost, total delivery time and defect rate. Combining with a AHP-
TOPSIS method and a fuzzy optimization model, Darbari et al.
(2019) investigated the sustainable design of a CLSC for an Indian
laptop manufacturer. The model aims at simultaneously balance
the economic, environmental and social sustainability through the
optimal decision-making on facility locations and transportation
under fuzzy demand and capacity. Zhalechian et al. (2016) formu-
lated a possibilistic-stochastic model for the decision support on
facility locations, rout planning and inventory management of a
CLSC. The model aims at minimizing both the cost and the carbon
emission, while at the same time, maximizing the job creation.
Talaei et al. (2016) proposed a fuzzy-robust optimization model for
green CLSCND. The model balances the cost and the environmental
impact.

Considering both fuzziness and randomness related to the
input parameters, Subulan et al. (2015b) developed a fuzzy-
stochastic multi-objective mixed integer program for balancing
the trade-off among total cost, total collection coverage and risk in
the design of a CLSC for lead battery. Tosarkani and Amin (2019)
investigated a fuzzy-stochastic bi-objective optimization model
for sustainable CLSCND. The model balances the trade-off be-
tween profit generation and environmental compliance of
different actors.

2.5. Summary and contribution of the research

Table 2 summarizes the recent publications in CLSCND.
Compared with the earlier models (Govindan et al., 2015), the
recent research works have increasingly focusing on the proper
treatment of the conflictions among multiple objectives (e.g., cost
or profit, carbon emission, risk, job creation, etc.) and the un-
certainties related to the model input in CLSCND. Considering the
different features, e.g., randomness vs. epistemic uncertainty, and
statistical dependent vs. non-statistical dependent, etc., fuzzy
programming and stochastic programming/robust programming
have been applied to formulate different types of uncertainty.

Even though extensive research works have been done to tackle
the deficiencies of the earlier models, the literature review illus-
trates several gaps in CLSCND.

� CLSCND is a strategic decision that involves multiple conflicting
objectives and different types of uncertainty (randomness and
epistemic uncertainty). However, due to the increasing model
complexity, most research works deal with these problems
separately andmay thus result in sub-optimal solutions. There is
still a lack of optimizationmodels for simultaneously tackling all
the aforementioned modeling challenges. To our knowledge,
only two research works have been done to address this issue
(Subulan et al., 2015a; Tosarkani and Amin, 2019).

� Even though modelling efforts have been given by Subulan et al.
(2015a) and Tosarkani and Amin (2019) to tackle the afore-
mentioned challenges, these as well as many other stochastic
models formulated for CLSCND only consider one fixed scenario
tree and neglect the inherent uncertainty related to the gener-
ation of scenario trees. Without a rigorous validation over
several scenario trees generated from the same probability
distribution, the quality of solution may be compromised and
the use of the stochastic models becomes thus limited. Besides,
both models were solved by exact solution methods that are
incapable to deal with large problems.

� Network flexibility of a supply chain is usually considered at
the operational planning level (Fiorotto et al., 2018). However,
recent research works have revealed the network flexibility
may yield significant impact on the location decisions and
should thus be considered holistically in the network design
(Yu and Solvang, 2018). In this respect, there is a lack of
research efforts for analyzing the impact of network flexibility
in both model development and practical decision-making of
CLSCND.

To overcome the aforementioned shortcomings and fill the
literature gap, a new fuzzy-stochastic multi-objective model for
CLSCND is first proposed in this paper, which simultaneously
considers the balance between different objectives and the
treatment of different types of uncertainty. In order to effectively
solve the complex fuzzy-stochastic multi-objective optimization
problem and to test the model's behavior over a number of
different scenario trees, the fuzzy objectives and constraints are
first converted into their equivalent crisp forms. Then, a sample
average approximation based weighting method (SAAWM) is
developed to reduce the size of the original problem and to
heuristically obtain a set of Pareto optimal solutions with a high
level of confidence. Finally, the network flexibility is modeled
and its impact on the first-level location decisions is analyzed via
numerical experiments.

3. Mathematical model

3.1. Problem description

Fig. 1 presents the network structure of a generic CLSC
(Sahyouni et al., 2007). The multi-layer CLSC includes both forward
and reverse channels. In the forward direction, the products are
assembled at the production plants and then transported to cus-
tomers via distribution centers. In the reverse channel, the EOL
products generated at customer locations are first collected, sorted
and inspected at the collections centers. Based on the quality, the
EOL products will be sent to respective facilities for repair/refur-
bishing, remanufacturing/recycling, and waste disposal. The
repaired/refurbished products and components will be re-entered
and sold through the forward distribution channels. The remanu-
factured/recycled parts and components will be sent to and reused
at the production/assembly plants, through which the amount of
raw materials and components purchased from the suppliers can
be reduced. The repair, refurbishing, remanufacturing, recycling
and re-entering of the forward supply are value recovery processes.



Table 2
Literature review of recent publications in CLSCND.

Papers Environment of model development Model objectives Solution approach Experiment

Deterministic Uncertain Approach of
modeling
uncertainty

Economic Environmental Others Exact Approximation Approximation approach and/
or optimization software

Numerical Case

Soleimani and
Kannan (2015)

✓ ✓ ✓ GA and PSO vs. CPLEX and
MATLAB

✓

Chen et al. (2015) ✓ ✓ ✓ GA vs. LINGO ✓

Garg et al. (2015) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ LINGO ✓

Das and
Posinasetti
(2015)

✓ SP ✓ ✓ ✓ LINGO ✓

Vahdani and
Mohammadi
(2015)

✓ Hybrid SP/RP ✓ ✓ ✓ SAICA vs. GAMS ✓

Subulan et al.
(2015a)

✓ Hybrid FP/SP ✓ ✓ ✓ CPLEX ✓

Yi et al. (2016) ✓ ✓ ✓ LINGO ✓

Zohal and
Soleimani
(2016)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Ant colony vs. LINGO ✓

Torabi et al.
(2016)

✓ FP ✓ ✓ CPLEX ✓

Keyvanshokooh
et al. (2016)

✓ Hybrid SP/RP ✓ ✓ Latin Hypercube Sampling and
Benders decomposition in
CPLEX

✓

Zhalechian et al.
(2016)

✓ Hybrid FP/SP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ SGA ✓

Talaei et al.
(2016)

✓ Hybrid FP/RP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

€Ozceylan et al.
(2017)

✓ ✓ ✓ CPLEX ✓

Amin et al. (2017) ✓ ✓ ✓ GAMS ✓

Kadambala et al.
(2017)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ MOPSO and NSGA-II ✓

Jeihoonian et al.
(2017)

✓ SP ✓ ✓ CPLEX ✓

Soleimani et al.
(2017)

✓ FP ✓ ✓ ✓ GA vs. LINGO ✓

Mohammed et al.
(2019)

✓ SP ✓ ✓ ✓ CPLEX ✓

Farrokh et al.
(2018)

✓ Hybrid SP/FP/RP ✓ ✓ CPLEX ✓

Haddadsisakht
and Ryan
(2018)

✓ Hybrid SP/RP ✓ ✓ Benders decomposition in
CPLEX

✓

Taleizadeh et al.
(2019)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Hasanov et al.
(2019)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ MATLAB ✓

Zarbakhshnia
et al. (2019)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ GAMS ✓

Paksoy et al.
(2019)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ GAMS ✓

Zhen et al. (2019) ✓ SP ✓ ✓ Tabu search ✓

Baptista et al.
(2019)

✓ SP ✓ ✓ Fixed-and-relax decomposition
vs. CPLEX

✓

Hajipour et al.
(2019)

✓ SP ✓ ✓ GRASP and PSO vs. GAMS ✓

Almaraj and
Trafalis (2019)

✓ RP ✓ ✓ LINGO ✓

Ghahremani-
Nahr et al.
(2019)

✓ Hybrid FP/RP ✓ ✓ WOA ✓

Saedinia et al.
(2019)

✓ RP ✓ ✓ ✓ CPLEX ✓

Ahmadi and
Amin (2019)

✓ SP ✓ ✓ ✓ CPLEX ✓

Asim et al. (2019) ✓ FP ✓ ✓ ✓ NEOS ✓

Darbari et al.
(2019)

✓ FP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ LINGO ✓

Tosarkani and
Amin (2019)

✓ Hybrid FP/SP ✓ ✓ ✓ CPLEX ✓

This paper ✓ Hybrid FP/SP ✓ ✓ ✓ SAAGP in LINGO ✓

SP: stochastic programming; FP: fuzzy programming; RP: robust programming; GA: genetic algorithm; PSO: particle swarm optimization; SAICA: self-adaptive imperialist
competitive algorithm; SGA: self-adaptive genetic algorithm;MOPSO:multi-objective particle swarm optimization; NSGA-II: non-dominant sorted genetic algorithm; GRASP:
greedy randomized adaptive search procedure; WOA: whale optimization algorithm; SAAGP: sample average approximation based goal programming.
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Fig. 1. Network structure of a CLSC.
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On the other hand, the non-recoverable EOL products and com-
ponents will be sent towaste disposal centers for proper treatment.
3.2. Modeling the uncertainty

CLSCND is a long-term decision and inherent uncertainty may
exist in all the input parameters. Neglecting the impact from un-
certainty may significantly compromise the decision-making of the
network configuration and limits the use of decision-support
models. Considering the nature of uncertainty, two techniques
have been extensively used in modeling different types of uncer-
tainty: fuzzy programming and stochastic programming (Govindan
et al., 2015). Fuzzy programming is used to formulate the epistemic
uncertainty that depicts the imprecision of the information due to
inaccurate, incomplete and insufficient historical data (Pishvaee
and Torabi, 2010; Pishvaee and Razmi, 2012) and is thus non-
statistical dependent (Zhu, 2014; Subulan et al., 2015a). On the
other hand, stochastic programming is applied to model the un-
certainty featured with randomness, where statistical distribution
based on historical data is used to estimate future conditions.
Table 3 presents a comparison between the two techniques in
CLSCND.

As shown, the meaning and the conversion method of fuzzy
parameters and stochastic parameters are by no means identical. A
fuzzy programming model can be converted into a crisp model that
is at the same size and level of complexity (Jim�enez, 1996).
Table 3
Comparison between fuzzy programming and stochastic programming in CLSCND.

Fuzzy programming Stochastic pr

� Epistemic uncertainty � Randomne
� Non-statistical dependent on historical data � Statistical
� Measures the degree to what extent, for example, A is larger than B � Measures
� Static uncertainty and can be converted to a crisp model � Dynamic u

constraint
� Same problem size and complexity compared to its deterministic

counterpart
� Increased
However, on the other hand, a stochastic program is converted to a
deterministic form by adding scenario-dependent components and
constraints, which will significantly increase the size and
complexity of the problem (King and Wallace, 2012). In this paper,
considering the nature of uncertainty and the computational
complexity, the customer demands, the rate of EOL returns and the
quality of EOL products are modeled as stochastic parameters. The
uncertainty related to the other parameters in CLSCND are
formulated as fuzzy parameters.

The benefits of including both fuzzy and stochastic parameters
in CLSCND are summarized as follows:

� Model's flexibility: improving the model's flexibility to better
depict different types of uncertainty and the model's capability
to deal with the incompleteness and inaccuracy of historical
data.

� Optimality of the objective value: enabling the flexibility in the
objective value of the model by formulating fuzzy parameters
related to the cost and the carbon emission of CLSCND.

� Feasibility of the constraints: enhancing the robustness of the
first-level location decisions under a dynamic environment by
modeling the uncertainties featured with high randomness in
the constraints.

� Computational efficiency: the problem size and the computa-
tional efficiency can be maintained at a manageable level
without excessive use of stochastic parameters.
ogramming

ss
dependent on historical data
the probability of, for example, A is larger than B
ncertainty and can be converted by adding scenario-dependent objectives and
s
problem size and complexity comparted to its deterministic counterpart
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3.3. Network flexibility

CLSCND is a two-level decision-making that deals with: 1) the
location of facilities at the first level; 2) the operations of the
network at the second level. After the facility locations and
transportation links have been established, the network flexi-
bility is considered separately at the operational stage, i.e.,
manufacturing and distribution planning (Kopanos et al., 2012;
Fiorotto et al., 2018). This has led to extensive modeling efforts of
capacitated location/location-allocation problems for CLSCND
(Talaei et al., 2016; Subulan et al., 2015a; Tosarkani and Amin,
2019). However, formulating rigid capacity constraints and de-
mand satisfaction requirements for CLSCND suffers from two
main shortcomings when the models are tested in a complex
stochastic environment.

� Loss of stability: the objective value may vary drastically over
different scenario trees due to the changing number of facilities
opened in order to fulfill all the customer demands in any
conditions (Yu and Solvang, 2017). From the modeling
perspective, the poor stability and consistency of a stochastic
program significantly limits the use of the decision-support
models (King and Wallace, 2012).

� Improper first-level decisions: satisfying all the customer de-
mands in any conditions requires the setup of a large enough
network capacity, which consequently leads to a redundant
network structure and a waste of resources in low-demand
Sets
P Set of manufacturing plants, indexed by p
D Set of candidate locations for distribution cente
F Set of customers, indexed by f
C Set of candidate locations for collection center,
U Set of candidate locations for repair/refurbishin
R Set of candidate locations for remanufacturing/
X Set of products, indexed by x
S Set of scenarios, indexed by s
ParametersgFxd , fFxc ,gFxu , fFxr Fixed opening and operating cost of distributio

remanufacturing/recycling center r2Rgvbpx , gvbdx , gvbcx , gvbux , gvbrx , gvbwx
Variable processing cost for one unit product x2
refurbishing center u2U, remanufacturing/recygPurpx Purchasing cost of raw materials for producinggTcpdx , gTcdfx , gTcfcx , gTccux , gTccrx , gTccwx ,gTcudx , gTcrpx
Transportation cost of one unit product x2X on
c2C; r2R, link cw, c2C;w2W , link ud, u2U;d

gOcfx , gOrcfx Cost of product x2X for customer f2F under flgEspx , gEsdx , gEscx , gEsux , gEsrx , gEswx Carbon emission for processing one unit produ
repair/refurbishing center u2U, remanufacturigEtspdx , gEtcdfx , gEtsfcx , gEtscux , gEtscrx , gEtscwx ,gEtsudx , gEtsrpx
Carbon emission for transporting one unit prod
u2U, link cr, c2C; r2R, link cw, c2C;w2W , li

gEosfx , gErosfx Carbon emission of one unit product x2X for c

Ps Probability of occurrence of scenario s2S
Dmdsfx Customer demand for product x2X at location

qsx Generation rate of EOL product x2X in scenari

EoPsfx Total amount of EOL product x2X generated a

Qalsx Quality level of EOL product x2X in scenario s
ux Component-to-product conversion rate (assem
wxu Repair/refurbishing fraction of product x2X
wxr Remanufacturing/recycling fraction of product
bx Product-to-component conversion rate (disassegOLx , gROLx Total flexibility limit of product x2X in both fogCPp , gCPd , gCPc , gCPu , gCPr , gCPw
scenarios (Yu and Solvang, 2017). For instance, with rigid ca-
pacity and demand fulfillment constraints, a new facility has
to be opened to deal with a tiny increase on customer de-
mands even if the probability of occurrence could be
extremely low. However, maintaining an expensive facility for
a small and highly fluctuate demand is clearly an improper
decision. In practice, instead of building and operating a new
facility, supply chain managers prefer to setup temporary or
flexible capacity to deal with such demand.

To overcome the aforementioned shortcomings, the network
flexibility is formulated in the proposed mathematical model,
which enables a higher flexibility of network capacity and im-
proves the robustness of the first-level location decisions in
CLSCND. Under a variety of practical conditions, the meaning of
network flexibility can be interpreted in several ways, e.g.,
outsourcing, hire of temporary workers or rent of equipment in
demanding seasons, or even the lost sales due to capacity limits
and inventory shortage.
3.4. Mathematical formulation

3.4.1. Notations
The sets, parameters and variables used in the mathematical

model are first given as follows:
r, indexed by d

indexed by c
g center, indexed by u
recycling center, indexed by r

n center d2D, collection center c2C, repair/refurbishing center u2U and

X at production plant p2P, distribution center d2D, collection center c2C, repair/
cling center r2R and waste disposal center w2W
one unit product x2X at production plant p2P

link pd, p2P;d2D, link df, d2D;f2F , link fc, f2F;c2C, link cu, c2C;u2U, link cr,
2D, link rp, r2R;p2P

exible capacity in both forward and reverse channels

ct x2X at production plant p2P, distribution center d2D, collection center c2C,
ng/recycling center r2R and waste disposal center w2W
uct x2X on link pd, p2P;d2D, link df, d2D; f2F, link fc, f2F;c2C, link cu, c2C;
nk ud, u2U;d2D, link rp, r2R;p2P

ustomer f2F under flexible capacity in both forward and reverse channels

f2F in scenario s2S

o s2S

t customer f2F in scenario s2S

2S
bly) of product x2X

x2X
mbly) of product x2X
rward and reverse channels

(continued on next page)



(continued )

Capacity of production plant p2P, distribution center d2D, collection center c2C, remanufacturing center u2U, recycling center
r2R and waste disposal center w2W

Binary decision variables
Bd , Bc , Bu , Br Binary decision variables determine if the candidate locations for distribution center d2D, collection center c2C, repair/

refurbishing center u2U and remanufacturing/recycling center r2R are selected to open new facilities
Continuous scenario-dependent variables
Qs
px , Q

s
dx , Q

s
fx , Q

s
cx , Q

s
ux , Q

s
rx Amount of product x2X processed at production plant p2P, distribution center d2D, collection center c2C, repair/refurbishing

center u2U, remanufacturing/recycling center r2R and waste disposal center w2W in scenario s2S
RMs

px Amount of raw materials for product x2X purchased in scenario s2S

Qosfx , Qro
s
fx Amount of product x2X for customer f2F under flexible capacity in both forward and reverse channels

Qtspdx , Qt
s
dfx , Qt

s
fcx , Qt

s
cux , Qt

s
crx , Qt

s
cwx ,

Qtsudx , Qt
s
rpx

Amount of product x2X transported on link pd, p2P;d2D, link df, d2D; f2F, link fc, f2F;c2C, link cu, c2C;u2U, link cr, c2C;
r2R, link cw, c2C;w2W , link ud, u2U;d2D, link rp, r2R; p2P in scenario s2S
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3.4.2. Objective functions

Minimize f1y

 X
d2D

gFxdBd þX
s2S

X
d2D

X
x2X

PsgvbdxQs
dx

!

þ
 X

c2C

fFxcBc þX
s2S

X
c2C

X
x2X

PsgvbcxQs
cx

!

þ
 X

u2U

gFxuBu þX
s2S

X
u2U

X
x2X

PsgvbuxQs
ux

!

þ
 X

r2R

fFxrBr þX
s2S

X
r2R

X
x2X

PsgvbrxQs
rx

!

þ
X
s2S

X
p2P

X
x2X

PsgvbpxQs
px þþ

X
s2S

X
w2W

X
x2X

Ps gvbwxQs
wx

þ
X
s2S

X
p2P

X
x2X

Ps gPurpxRMs
px

þ
X
s2S

Ps

0@X
p2P

X
d2D

X
x2X

gTcpdxQtspdx þ
X
d2D

X
f2F

X
x2X

gTcdfxQtsdfx

þ
X
f2F

X
c2C

X
x2X

gTcfcxQtsfcx þ
X
c2C

X
u2U

X
x2X

gTccuxQtscux

þ
X
c2C

X
r2R

X
x2X

gTccrxQtscrx þ
X
c2C

X
w2W

X
x2X

gTccwxQtscwx

þ
X
u2U

X
d2D

X
x2X

gTcudxQtsudx þ
X
r2R

X
p2P

X
x2X

gTcrpxQtsrpx

1A
þ
X
s2S

X
f2F

X
x2X

PsgOcfxQosfx þ
X
s2S

X
f2F

X
x2X

Ps gOrcfxQrosfx (1)

Objective function (1) minimizes the overall cost of the CLSC.
The first four components are facility opening and operating cost of
distribution center, collection center, repair/refurbishing center,
and remanufacturing/recycling center, which include both fixed
cost and scenario-dependent variable cost. The fifth and sixth parts
are variable operating cost of existing production plants and waste
disposal centers, and the seventh part calculates the purchasing
cost of raw materials for production. The eighth component is the
scenario-dependent transportation cost on each link between two
facilities. The last two components are the cost of demand fulfill-
ment by flexible capacity, e.g., outsourcing cost, etc., in both for-
ward and reverse channels. It is noted that the signs “y” and “ ~�”

are used in fuzzy objectives and constraints in order to represent
the imprecision of the objective value and inequality, as argued by
Darbari et al. (2019).
Minimize f2y
X
s2S

Ps

0@X
p2P

X
x2X

gEspxQs
px þ

X
d2D

X
x2X

gEsdxQs
dx

þ
X
c2C

X
x2X

gEscxQs
cx þ

X
u2U

X
x2X

gEsuxQs
ux þ

X
r2R

X
x2X

gEsrxQs
rx

þ
X
w2W

X
x2X

gEswxQs
wx þ

X
f2F

X
x2X

gEosfxQosfx þ
X
f2F

X
x2X

gErosfxQrosfx
þ
X
p2P

X
d2D

X
x2X

gEtspdxQtspdx þ
X
d2D

X
f2F

X
x2X

gEtsdfxQtsdfx

þ
X
f2F

X
c2C

X
x2X

gEtsfcxQtsfcx þ
X
c2C

X
u2U

X
x2X

gEtscuxQtscux

þ
X
c2C

X
r2R

X
x2X

gEtscrxQtscrx þ
X
c2C

X
w2W

X
x2X

gEtscwxQtscwx

þ
X
u2U

X
d2D

X
x2X

gEtsudxQtsudx þ
X
r2R

X
p2P

X
x2X

gEtsrpxQtsrpx

1A
(2)

The second objective function (2) minimizes the total carbon
footprint from the operation of the CLSC. The first six parts inside the
parenthesis calculate the carbon emission of the facility operations,
and the seventh and eighth parts calculate the carbon emission
related to the demand fulfillment byflexible capacity in both forward
and reverse logistics. Finally, the last components calculate the carbon
emission associated with the transportation within the CLSC.
3.4.3. Constraints
The first two sets are capacity constraints. Constraints (3) and

(4) are capacity requirements for the existing production plants and
waste disposal centers, which guarantee the amount of products or
EOL products processed at respective facilities cannot exceed their
capacities at any scenarios.X
x2X

Qs
px

~�gCPp; cp2 P; s2S (3)

X
w2W

Qs
wx

~�gCPw; cw2W; s2S (4)

Constraints (5)e(8) are capacity requirements for distribution
centers, collection centers, repair/refurbishing centers, and rema-
nufacturing/recycling centers, respectively. Moreover, when the
binary variable equals to 0, this group of constraints also restricts
that an unselected candidate location cannot be used as a node in
the established network structure of the CLSC.X
x2X

Qs
dx

~�BdgCPd; cd2D; s2S (5)
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X
x2X

Qs
cx

~�BcgCPc; cc2C; s2S (6)

X
x2X

Qs
ux

~�BugCPu; cu2U; s2S (7)

X
x2X

Qs
rx

~�BrgCPr ; cr2R; s2S (8)

Constraints (9) and (10) set the upper limits on the overall
customer demands fulfilled by the flexible capacity in both forward
and reverse channels.X
x2X

X
f2F

Qosfx ~�gOLx; cs2S (9)

X
x2X

X
f2F

Qrosfx ~� gROLx; cs2S (10)

Constraints (11) are the demand satisfaction in the forward
channel of the CLSC, which ensure the customer demand should be
satisfied in all scenarios by both production and flexible options.X
d2D

Qtsdfx þQosfx � Dmdsfx; cf2F; x2X; s2S (11)

Eqs. (12)-(15) are flow balance requirements at production plants
and distribution centers, which specify the relationship between the
input and the output at respective facilities in each scenario. It is
noteworthy that, in the CLSC, the remanufactured/recycled parts and
components are reused in the production/assembly and the repaired/
refurbished products are used to fulfill the customer demand in order
to maximize the value recovery of EOL products.

ux

 
RMs

px þ
X
r2R

Qtsrpx

!
¼Qs

px; cp2 P; x2X; s2S (12)

Qs
px ¼

X
d2D

Qtspdx; cp2P; x2X; s2S (13)

X
p2P

Qtspdx þ
X
u2U

Qtsudx ¼ Qs
dx; cd2D; x2X; s2S: (14)

Qs
dx ¼

X
f2F

Qtsdfx; cd2D; x2X; s2S (15)

Eqs. (16) estimate the generation of EOL products at each
customer location. The amount of EOL products is converted from a
portion of the customer demand and is featured with high
randomness. Constraints (17) require all the EOL products gener-
ated at each customer location should receive proper treatment.

EoPsfx ¼Dmdsfxq
s
x; cf2F; x2X; s2S (16)

X
c2C

Qtsfcx þQrosfx � EoPsfx; cf2F; x2X; s2S (17)

Eqs. (18)-(27) are flow balance constraints in the reverse logistics,
which specify the relationships between the input and the output at
collection centers, repair/refurbishing centers, remanufacturing/
recycling centers andwaste disposal centers, respectively. The repair/
refurbishing fraction and the remanufacturing/recycling fraction are
affected by the quality of EOL products. Herein, parameters wxu and
wxr are the conversion rate of each product at its best condition. The
actual fractions for repair/refurbishing and remanufacturing/recy-
cling are compensated by the level of quality (Qalsx � 1), which is a
scenario-dependent parameter with a high stochastic nature.X
f2F

Qtsfcx ¼Qs
cx; cc2C; x2X; s2S (18)

Qs
cx ¼

X
u2U

Qtscux þ
X
r2R

Qtscrx þ
X
w2W

Qtscwx; cc2C; x2X; s2S

(19)

QalsxwxuQs
cx ¼

X
u2U

Qtscux; cc2C; x2X; s2S (20)

QalsxwxrQs
cx ¼

X
r2R

Qtscrx; cc2C; x2X; s2S (21)

�
1�Qalsxðwxu þwxrÞ

�
Qs
cx ¼

X
w2W

Qtscwx; cc2C; x2X; s2S

(22)

X
c2C

Qtscux ¼Qs
ux; cu2U; x2X; s2S (23)

Qs
ux ¼

X
d2D

Qtsudx; cu2U; x2X; s2S (24)

X
c2C

Qtscrx ¼Qs
rx; cr2R; x2X; s2S (25)

bxQ
s
rx ¼

X
p2P

Qtsrpx; cr2R; x2X; s2S (26)

X
c2C

Qtscwx ¼Qs
wx; cw2W; x2X; s2S (27)

Constraints (28) and (27) are binary requirements and non-
negative constraints for the respective decision variables.

Bd; Bc; Bu Br2f0; 1g (28)

Qtspdx;Qt
s
dfx;Qt

s
fcx;Qo

s
fx;Qro

s
fx;Qt

s
cuxQt

s
crxQt

s
cwxQt

s
udxQt

s
rpxRM

s
px�0

(29)

4. Solution approach

The proposed mathematical model is a complex multi-objective
optimization problem with both fuzzy and stochastic parameters.
In order to solve the problem, the first step is to convert the fuzzy
model into an equivalent auxiliary crisp model. Then, two ap-
proaches: sample average approximation (SAA) and weighting
method (WM), are combined to manage the stochastic parameters
and the multiple objective functions.

4.1. Conversation of an equivalent auxiliary crisp model

Several methods have been introduced to convert a mathe-
matical model with fuzzy coefficients into an equivalent auxiliary
crisp model (Inuiguchi and Ramık, 2000; Parra et al., 2005; Jim�enez
et al., 2007; Cadenas and Verdegay, 1997). In this paper, the method



Fig. 2. Illustrations of fuzzy numbers: (A) Fuzzy triangular numbers (B) Fuzzy trapezoidal number.
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developed by Jim�enez et al. (2007) is employed to defuzzilize the
model due to its effectiveness and computational efficiency
(Pishvaee and Torabi, 2010). Eq. (30) illustrates a fuzzy minimiza-
tion problem, whereas, ~cT ¼ ð ec1; ec2;…; ecJÞ is the fuzzy coefficient of
the objective function and ~A ¼ ½faij�I�J and

ebi ¼ ðfb1; fb2;…; ebiÞT are
fuzzy parameters of the constraints. The crisp decision variables are
given in the vector x ¼ ðx1;x2;…;xJÞ.

minimizez ¼ ~cTx
s:t: x2אð~A; ~bÞ ¼

n
x2RN

���eaix � ebi; i ¼ 1;…; I; x � 0
o (30)

The fuzzy uncertainty or imprecision related to the parameters
can be described by amembership function given in Eq. (31), where
cl, cmand ch represent the pessimistic (lower bound) estimation, the
most likely estimation and the optimistic (upper bound) estimation
of the fuzzy number, respectively. It is noteworthy that the con-
version method is established based on the general ranking
approach developed by Jim�enez (1996) and can be applied to
defuzzilize both fuzzy triangular numbers and fuzzy trapezoidal
numbers, as shown in Fig. 2. Eq. (31) gives the membership func-
tion of a fuzzy triangular number, and it can be converted into the
membership function of a fuzzy trapezoidal number through
replacing x ¼ cm by an interval x2½cml; cmh� when mcðxÞ ¼ 1.

mcðxÞ¼

8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:

wcðxÞ ¼ x� cl

cm � cl
; if x2

"
cl; cm

!
1; if x ¼ cm

ucðxÞ ¼ ch � x

ch � cm
; if x2

 
cm; ch

#

0; if x2
h
0; cl

�
∪
�
ch;þ∞

�
(31)

The fundamental concepts of the conversion method are based
on expected interval (EI) and expected value (EV), which have been
extensively discussed by Yager (1981), Dubois and Prade (1987) and
Heilpern (1992). Eqs. (32) and (33) illustrate how of a fuzzy trian-
gular number can be converted to respective EI and EV, and the
conversion method of a fuzzy trapezoidal number is given in Eqs.
(34) and (35).

EIð~cÞ¼�Ec1;Ec2�¼
24ð1
0

w�1
c ðxÞdx;

ð1
0

u�1
c ðxÞdx

35¼	1
2

�
clþcm

�
;
1
2

�
cmþch

�

(32)
EVð~cÞ¼ Ec1 þ Ec2
2

¼
�
cl þ 2cm þ cp

�
4

(33)

EIð~cÞ¼
	
1
2

�
cl þ cml

�
;
1
2

�
cmr þ ch

�

(34)

EVð~cÞ¼
�
cl þ cml þ cmr þ cp

�
4

(35)

When converting a fuzzy model into an equivalent auxiliary crisp
model, two questions need to be taken into consideration: the opti-
malityofanobjective functionwith fuzzyparametersandthe feasibility
of the crisp solution under fuzzy constraints (Jim�enez et al., 2007). The
optimality of the objective function with fuzzy coefficient can be esti-
matedbyEV. Inorder to solve the feasibility issue, the rankingapproach
(Jim�enez,1996) and theaefeasible coefficient (Jim�enez et al., 2007) are
introduced to convert the fuzzy constraints into the crisp ones with a
certain level of feasibility. The basic idea of themethod is to evaluate to
whatextenta fuzzynumber is “�”or “¼ ”or “�”another fuzzynumber.
For instance, given a pair of fuzzy numbers ~a and ~b, ~a � a~b means the
inequality ~a isgreater thanorequal to ~b is fulfilled inadegreeofa. Based
on the aforementioned methods, the proposed fuzzy model can be
converted into an equivalent auxiliary crisp model by using Eq. (36),
whereas ½Eai1 ; Eai2 � and ½Ebi1 ; Ebi

2 � are the expected interval of the fuzzy
coefficient vectors ai and bi.

minimizez ¼ EVð~cÞx
s:t:

�ð1� aÞEai1 þ aEai2
�
x � aEbi1 þ ð1� aÞEbi2 ; i ¼ 1;…; I; x � 0

(36)

Eqs. (37) and (38) can be used to convert the fuzzy constraints
with “�” and “¼ ” relationships into respective crisp constraints.

�ð1�aÞEai2 þaEai1
�
x�aEbi

2 þð1�aÞEbi
1 ; i¼1;…; I; x � 0 (37)

h�
1� a

2

�
Eai1 þ a

2
Eai2
i
x � a

2
Ebi
1 þ

�
1� a

2

�
Ebi
2 ; i ¼ 1;…; I; x � 0h�

1� a

2

�
Eai2 þ a

2
Eai1
i
x � a

2
Ebi
2 þ

�
1� a

2

�
Ebi
1 ; i ¼ 1;…; I; x � 0

(38)

In this paper, triangular fuzzy numbers are used in the model to
represent the fuzzy uncertainty. Based on Eqs. (32), (33) and (36),
the original problem is converted into a crisp model as shown in
Eqs. (39)-(48).
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Minimize f1 ¼
 X

d2D

 
Fxld þ 2Fxmd þ Fxhd

4

!
Bd

þ
X
s2S

X
d2D

X
x2X

PsQs
dx

 
vbldx þ 2vbmdx þ vbhdx

4

!!

þ
 X

c2C

 
Fxlc þ 2Fxmc þ Fxhc

4

!
Bc

þ
X
s2S

X
c2C

X
x2X

PsQs
cx

 
vblcx þ 2vbmcx þ vbhcx

4

!!

þ
 X

c2C

 
Fxlc þ 2Fxmc þ Fxhc

4

!
Bc

þ
X
s2S

X
c2C

X
x2X

PsQs
cx

 
vblcx þ 2vbmcx þ vbhcx

4

!!

þ
 X

r2R

 
Fxlr þ 2Fxmr þ Fxhr

4

!
Br

þ
X
s2S

X
r2R

X
x2X

PsQs
rx

 
vblrx þ 2vbmrx þ vbhrx

4

!!

þ
X
s2S

X
p2P

X
x2X

PsQs
px

 
vblpx þ 2vbmpx þ vbhpx

4

!

þ
X
s2S

X
p2P

X
x2X

PsQs
wx

 
vblwx þ 2vbmwx þ vbhwx

4

!

þ
X
s2S

X
p2P

X
x2X

PsRMs
px

 
Purlpx þ 2Purmpx þ Purhpx

4

!

þ
X
s2S

Ps

0@X
p2P

X
d2D

X
x2X

 
Tclpdx þ 2Tcmpdx þ Tchpdx

4

!
Qtspdx

þ
X
d2D

X
f2F

X
x2X

 
Tcldfx þ 2Tcmdfx þ Tchdfx

4

!
Qtsdfx

þ
X
f2F

X
c2C

X
x2X

 
Tclfcx þ 2Tcmfcx þ Tchfcx

4

!
Qtsfcx

þ
X
c2C

X
u2U

X
x2X

 
Tclcux þ 2Tcmcux þ Tchcux

4

!
Qtscux

þ
X
c2C

X
r2R

X
x2X

 
Tclcrx þ 2Tcmcrx þ Tchcrx

4

!
Qtscrx

þ
X
c2C

X
w2W

X
x2X

 
Tclcwx þ 2Tcmcrx þ Tchcrx

4

!
Qtscwx

þ
X
u2U

X
d2D

X
x2X

 
Tcludx þ 2Tcmudx þ Tchudx

4

!
Qtsudx

þ
X
r2R

X
p2P

X
x2X

 
Tclrpx þ 2Tcmrpx þ Tchrpx

4

!
Qtsrpx

1A
þ
X
s2S

X
f2F

X
x2X

Ps

 
Oclfx þ 2Ocmfx þ Ochfx

4

!
Qosfx

þ
X
s2S

X
f2F

X
x2X

Ps

 
Orclfx þ 2Orcmfx þ Orchfx

4

!
Qrosfx

(39)
Minimize f2 ¼
X
s2S

Ps

0@X
x2X

X
p2P

 
Eslpx þ 2Esmpx þ Eshpx

4

!
Qs
px

þ
X
x2X

X
d2D

 
Esldx þ 2Esmdx þ Eshdx

4

!
Qs
dx

þ
X
x2X

X
c2C

 
Eslcx þ 2Esmcx þ Eshcx

4

!
Qs
cx

þ
X
x2X

X
u2U

 
Eslux þ 2Esmux þ Eshux

4

!
Qs
ux

þ
X
x2X

X
r2R

 
Eslrx þ 2Esmrx þ Eshrx

4

!
Qs
rx

þ
X
x2X

X
w2W

 
Eslwx þ 2Esmwx þ Eshwx

4

!
Qs
wx

þ
X
f2F

X
x2X

 
Eoslfx þ 2Eosmfx þ Eoshfx

4

!
Qosfx

þ
X
f2F

X
x2X

 
Eroslrx þ 2Erosmrx þ Eroshrx

4

!
Qrosfx

þ
X
p2P

X
d2D

X
x2X

 
Etslpdx þ 2Etsmpdx þ Etshpdx

4

!
Qtspdx

þ
X
d2D

X
f2F

X
x2X

 
Etsldfx þ 2Etsmdfx þ Etshdfx

4

!
Qtsdfx

þ
X
f2F

X
c2C

X
x2X

 
Etslfcx þ 2Etsmfcx þ Etshfcx

4

!
Qtsfcx

þ
X
c2C

X
u2U

X
x2X

 
Etslcux þ 2Etsmcux þ Etshcux

4

!
Qtscux

þ
X
c2C

X
r2R

X
x2X

 
Etslcrx þ 2Etsmcrx þ Etshcrx

4

!
Qtscrx

þ
X
c2C

X
w2W

X
x2X

 
Etslcwx þ 2Etsmcwx þ Etshcwx

4

!
Qtscwx

þ
X
u2U

X
d2D

X
x2X

 
Etsludx þ 2Etsmudx þ Etshudx

4

!
Qtsudx

þ
X
r2R

X
p2P

X
x2X

 
Etslrpx þ 2Etsmrpx þ Etshrpx

4

!
Qtsrpx

1A
(40)

Subject to:

X
x2X

Qs
px �

 
a

 
Cplp þ Cpmp

2

!
þð1�aÞ

 
Cpmp þ Cphp

2

!

�
!
; cp2 P; s2S (41)
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X
w2W

Qs
wx �

 
a

 
Cplw þ Cpmw

2

!
þð1�aÞ

 
Cpmw þ Cphw

2

!

�
!
; cw2W ; s2S (42)

X
x2X

Qs
dx �Bd

 
a

 
Cpld þ Cpmd

2

!
þð1�aÞ

 
Cpmd þ Cphd

2

!

�
!
; cd2D; s2S (43)

X
x2X

Qs
cx �Bc

 
a

 
Cplc þ Cpmc

2

!
þð1�aÞ

 
Cpmc þ Cphc

2

!

�
!
; cc2C; s2S (44)

X
x2X

Qs
ux� Bu

 
a

 
Cplu þ Cpmu

2

!
þð1�aÞ

 
Cpmu þ Cphu

2

!

�
!
; cu2U; s2S (45)

X
x2X

Qs
rx �Br

 
a

 
Cplr þ Cpmr

2

!
þð1�aÞ

 
Cpmr þ Cphr

2

!

�
!
; cr2R; s2S (46)

X
f2F

X
x2X

Qosfx �
 
a

 
OLlr þ OLmr

2

!
þð1�aÞ

 
OLmr þ OLhr

2

!!
; cs2S

(47)

X
f2F

X
x2X

Qrosfx �
 
a

 
ROLlr þ ROLmr

2

!
þð1�aÞ

 
ROLmr þ ROLhr

2

!

�
!
; cs2S

(48)

Constraints (11)e(29).
4.2. Sample average approximation

In the proposed mathematical model, the uncertainty featured
with randomness is formulated by scenario-based stochastic pa-
rameters, which may involve a large number of scenarios and thus
may lead to significant computational challenges. Due to this
reason, an exact method may not be able to determine the optimal
solution within reasonable time, so, in this paper, the sample
average approximation (SAA) is used to solve the stochastic opti-
mization problem. The SAA is a Monte-Carlo simulation based
sampling approach and is capable to test the quality of solution of a
stochastic program over a variety of scenario trees. SAA aims at
approximating the optimal solution of the original large stochastic
optimization problem through repeatedly solve several smaller
samples in order to have a high level of confidence (Kleywegt et al.,
2002).
min
x; y2Q

n
gðx; yÞ∶¼CTxþEP ½Fðx; xðyÞÞ�

o
(49)

Considering the single cost minimization objective model for
CLSCND obtained in previous section, a general stochastic form can
bewritten in Eq. (49), whereas x are the first-level location decision
vectors and y are second level allocation decision vectors with
respect to the feasible solution space Q. The expected value of the
resource function EP ½Fðx; xðyÞÞ� is dependent on the first-level
decisions, the parameters with the realization of each scenario, as
well as the respective probability. With the SAA, instead of solving
gðx;yÞ, the expected value of the original problem is approximated
by ~gKðx; yÞ with the sample size K , as shown in Eq. (50).

min
x; y2Q

(
�gKðx; yÞ∶¼CTxþ 1

K

XK
k¼1

F
�
x; x

�
yk
��)

(50)

According to Kleywegt et al. (2002) and Verweij et al. (2003), the
SAA method can be implemented with the following steps. First,
given a sample size K , J individual problems are randomly gener-
ated from a given probability distribution P . Then, a reference
sample with size H ( H[K) is generated based on the same P ,
which is considered as the original problem g. Repeatedly solving
the SAA problems formulated in Eq. (50) for J times and obtaining
the non-scenario-dependent first-level decisions �x1, …, �xJ and the
values of the objective functions �g1K , …,�gJK . Based on which the
statistical lower bound estimators of the original problem can be
calculated using the average gK;J and variance s2gK;J

(Mak et al.,
1999), as shown in Eqs. (51) and (52).

gK;J ¼
1
J

XJ
j¼1

�gjK (51)

s2gK;J
¼ 1
ðJ � 1ÞJ

XJ
j¼1

�
�gjK � gK;J

�
(52)

Next, the upper bound estimators are calculated by Eqs. (53) and
(54), where a feasible first-level decision bx (e.g. one obtained from
the previous step) is used in the reference sample H. Even if the
sample size H is much larger than K , the current optimization
problem only involves the second-level continuous variables and
becomes thus a linear program which is computationally
manageable.

bgHðbxÞ∶¼ CTbx þ 1
H

XH
h¼1

F
�bx; x�yh�� (53)

s2bgHðbxÞ ¼ 1
ðH � 1ÞH

XH
h¼1

�
CTbxþF

�bx; x�yh��� bgHðbxÞ� (54)

Finally, the optimality gap gapK;J;HðbxÞ and variance s2gap are
calculated by Eqs. (55) and (56) in order to assess the quality of the
optimal solution obtained from the SAA. If the estimators fulfill the
pre-determined convergence criteria, the result of the SAA �gK can
be used to approximate the optimal result of the original stochastic
optimization problem g. Otherwise, increased sample size and
repetition need to be tested until all the pre-determined conver-
gence criteria is satisfied.

gapK;J;HðbxÞ¼ bgHðbxÞ � gK;J (55)
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s2gap ¼ s2gK;J
þ s2bgHðbxÞ (56)

In addition, one of the most important purposes of using a
stochastic optimization model is to make a robust first-level deci-
sion. With the SAA method, the optimal first-level decision is
determined by the comparison of the performance among the
candidates �x1, …, �xJ in the reference sample H.

4.3. Weighting method

The proposed mathematical model is a multi-objective optimi-
zation problem that aims at determining the optimal trade-off
between cost and carbon emission in CLSCND. Eq. (57) gives a
general form of a multi-objective optimization problem that in-
cludes n objective functions. The optimal solution of such a prob-
lem is called a Pareto optimum at which the performance of one
objective zi¼lðxÞ; l2½1; n� cannot be improved without a compro-
mise on the others zislðxÞ; l2½1; n� (Sakawa et al., 2013).

Min zðxÞ ¼ ðz1ðxÞ; z2ðxÞ; …; znðxÞÞT
S:t: x2X

(57)

Weighting method (WM) is a scalarization method and is put
forward by Zadeh (1963). It has been used to solve multi-objective
optimization problems in a large variety of industries and busi-
nesses (Sheu, 2007; Yu and Solvang, 2016c). As an a priori method,
the weight of each objective function should be given in advance,
which determines the relative importance in decision-making. The
weighted objective functions can then be combined in a weighted
sum (WS), as shown in Eq. (58). For a minimization problem, the
Pareto optimum is the one that has the smallest WS.

Min wzðxÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

wiziðxÞ

S:t: x2X

(58)

In the proposed mathematical model, the cost and the carbon
emission are measured by different units. Hence, as shown in Eq.
(59), each objective function is first normalized by its optimal value
that is obtained from solving the individual single objective opti-
mization problem. Similar to the principle of goal programming,
the normalized objective ziðxÞ

zmin
i

measures the deviation of the objec-
tive value from its individual optimal performance and finds out
the one with the least deviations in the WS. The advantage of the
WM is that it is very simple to implement and the computational
complexity is at the same level of the individual single objective
optimization problem.

Min wzðxÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

wi
ziðxÞ
zmin
i

S:t: x2X

(59)

4.4. Algorithmic procedures

The proposed fuzzy-stochastic multi-objective model is first
converted into an equivalent auxiliary crisp model and is then
solved with a hybrid SAA based WM (SAAWM) approach. The
algorithmic procedures are given as follows.

5. Computational experiments

Computational experiments are conducted in order to validate
the proposed fuzzy-stochastic multi-objective model and the so-
lution approach.

5.1. Parameter generation

In the experiment, a CLSCDN problem consists of two produc-
tion plants, seven potential locations for distribution center, ten
customer zones, five potential locations for collection center, three
potential locations for repair/refurbishing plant, four potential lo-
cations for remanufacturing/recycling plant as well as one waste
disposal center was considered. All the test parameters were
generated randomly in accordance with the method used by
Pishvaee and Torabi (2010).

In order to generate fuzzy triangular numbers, the most likely
value of each fuzzy parameter (cm) was first generated from a given
interval. Table 4 shows the generation interval of the fuzzy pa-
rameters of production plants and distribution centers. It is
assumed the carbon emission per unit product is inversely related
to the variable processing cost due to the increased investment on
technological updates for the reduction of carbon emission (Wang
et al., 2011). Afterwards, both the pessimistic value (cl) and the
optimistic value (ch) were calculated from Eq. (60) in order to
maintain the generality (Pishvaee and Torabi, 2010). Herein, b is a
random number generated from a uniform distribution between
0.1 and 0.3. Tables 5 and 6 present the fuzzy parameters of pro-
duction plants and distribution centers used in the experiment.

cl ¼ cm � bcm

ch ¼ cm þ bcm
(60)

In order to convert the fuzzy constraints into their respective
crisp forms, a¼ 0.7 was used in the experiment. The generation of
all the fuzzy parameters as well as the calculation of their crisp
numbers are given in Appendix A (supplementary data file). In
addition, the uncertainty related to the customer demands, the rate
of EOL returns and the quality of EOL products are formulated as
stochastic parameters. Table 7 shows the interval from which the
scenarios trees of the test samples are generated randomly.

The mathematical model was coded in LINGO 18.0 solver and all
the computations were performed on a PC with i5-6400T 2.20 GHz
CPU and 8 GB RAM.

6. Results and discussions

In the experiment, three different sample sizes: 10, 30 and 50
with 10 repetitions each were tested. In the initial step, two single
objective problems for cost minimization and minimization of
carbon emission were solved individually. Table 8 presents the
statistical lower bounds, upper bounds and gap estimators. First,
the in-sample stability of the model with respective to different
scenario trees were evaluated for both objective functions. In-
sample stability measures the deviation of the objective value
with respect to different scenario trees generated from the same
data distribution. According to King and Wallace (2012), it is a very
important characteristic to test the internal consistency of a sto-
chastic model and the robustness towards the discretization pro-
cedure. Without the in-sample stability, the use of a stochastic
model is significantly limited and unreliable. In this paper, the co-
efficient of variation (CV) is used to evaluate the in-sample stability,
which is calculated by CV ¼ s=m. As can be seen in Table 7, with the
increase of the sample size from 10 to 50, the CV of cost is reduced
by 63.9% and the CV of carbon emission is reduced by 81.5%. Both of
which show, based on the same model structure and data distri-
bution for CLSCND, the in-sample stability may be improved with
the increase on sample size.



Algorithmic Procedures

Step 1: Convert the fuzzy objective functions and constraints into an equivalent auxiliary crisp model by Eqs. (32)-(38)
Step 2: Generate J individual problems with sample size K and a reference problem with sample size H from a given probability distribution P
Step 3: For each problem within J

3.1 Generate two single objective optimization problem for minimizing the cost and carbon emission individually
3.2 Solve the two single objective optimization problem and obtain respective �gjK and �xj

Step 4: Calculate the lower bound estimators gK;J and s2gK;J
by Eqs. (51) and (52)

Step 5: Calculate the upper bound estimators bgHðbxÞ and s2bgH ðbxÞ by Eqs. (53) and (54)

Step 6: Evaluate the optimality gap gapK;J;HðbxÞ and variance s2gap by Eqs. (55) and (56). If the convergence criteria is fulfilled, proceed to next step.
Otherwise, return to Step 2 and increase K and/or J

Step 7: Calculate the individual optimal value of each objective function zmin
i by solving the reference problem with sample size H using the candidates

obtained by the SAA
Step 8: Determine the weight of each objective function
Step 9: For each problem within J

Solve the normalized WS in Eq. (59) and obtain respective �gjK and �xj and the objective value of the cost and carbon emission
Step 10: Calculate the lower bound estimators gK;J and s2gK;J

for the normalized WS, cost and carbon emission, respectively, by Eqs. (51) and (52)

Step 11: Calculate the upper bound estimators bgHðbxÞ and s2bgH ðbxÞ for the normalized WS, cost and carbon emission, respectively, by Eqs. (53) and (54)

Step 12: Evaluate the optimality gap gapK;J;HðbxÞ and variance s2gap of the normalizedWS, cost and carbon emission, respectively, by Eqs. (55) and (56). If the
convergence criteria is fulfilled, proceed to next step. Otherwise, return to Step 2 and increase K and/or J

Step 13: Calculate the optimal objective value and determine the first level decisions of the multi-objective problem by solving the reference problemwith
sample size H using the candidates obtained by the SAA

Table 4
Generation interval of fuzzy parameters of production plant and distribution center.

Fuzzy parameters Interval

gvbpx �Unif (600, 1000)gPurpx �Unif (300, 600)gCPp �Unif (4000, 6000)gEsdx �Unif (600000, 1000000)=vbpx
m

gFxd �Unif (5000000, 80000000)gvbdx �Unif (200, 300)gCPd �Unif (4000, 6000)gEsdx �Unif (000000, 150000)=vbpx
m

Table 5
Fuzzy parameters of production plant.

No. gvbpx gPurpx gCPp gEsdx
vbpx

l . vbpx
m

vbpx
h Purpxl Purpxm Purpxh CPpl CPpm CPph Esdx

l Esdx
m Esdx

h

1 664 949 1,234 526 584 759 3,967 4,408 4,849 649 927 1,020
2 777 971 1,262 436 484 629 4,825 5,361 633 820 1,025 1,333

Table 6
Fuzzy parameters of distribution center.

No. gFxd gvbdx gCPd gEsdx
Fxd

l Fxd
m Fxd

h vbdx
l vbdx

m
vbdx

h CPd
l CPd

m
CPd

h Esdx
l Esdx

m Esdx
h

1 6,992,655 7,769,617 9,323,540 217 241 265 4,052 5,788 6,367 438 547 711
2 5,444,398 6,805,498 8,166,598 228 285 314 3,274 4,092 4,501 327 467 514
3 4,239,893 5,299,866 5,829,853 230 288 317 5,371 5,968 7,758 287 358 394
4 6,053,688 7,567,110 9,837,243 181 258 335 5,041 5,601 6,721 452 565 621
5 6,004,464 6,671,627 7,338,790 174 248 273 3,378 4,825 6,273 320 458 549
6 5,180,378 5,755,975 7,482,768 169 211 274 3,341 4,176 5,011 480 533 639
7 5,206,780 6,508,475 7,159,323 174 248 273 4,590 5,737 7,458 394 493 591

Table 7
Generation interval of stochastic parameters.

Stochastic parameters Interval

Dmdsfx �Unif (850, 1150)

qsx �Unif (0.5, 0.9)

Qalsx �Unif (0.4, 0.8)
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Furthermore, the CVs of cost and carbon emission related to the
facility operation, the transportation and the use of flexible capacity
with respect to different sample sizes were compared. As shown in
Fig. 3, the CVs of all elements decrease gradually with the increase
of sample size. However, compared with the CV of the use of
flexible capacity related to both cost and carbon emission is much
larger than that of the facility operation and the transportation. As
discussed in previous literature (King and Wallace, 2012; Yu and
Solvang, 2017), a stochastic network design model may lead to
bad stability due to the fluctuation on the objective values under



Table 8
Statistical lower bounds, upper bounds and gap estimators for the single objective problems.

Size Objective Lower bound Upper bound Gap estimators

gK ;J s2gK;J

CV bgHðbxÞ s2bgH ðbxÞ gapK;J;HðbxÞ % s2gap

10 Cost 78,756,826 961,753 1.22% 80,116,717 2,869,781 1,359,891 1.73% 3,026,650
Emission 43,288,330 2,523,741 5.83% 45,305,060 4,015,784 2,016,730 4.66% 4,742,972

30 Cost 78,513,609 335,403 0.43% 79,150,520 3,010,581 636,911 0.81% 3,029,207
Emission 42,293,906 759,642 1.80% 44,611,587 3,913,749 2,317,682 5.48% 3,986,789

50 Cost 78,368,299 341,976 0.44% 78,495,730 3,085,636 127,431 0.16% 3,104,528
Emission 41,818,203 452,596 1.08% 43,878,007 3,845,616 2,059,804 4.93% 3,872,158

Fig. 3. CV of cost and carbon emission related to different components in (A) cost minimization (B) minimization of total carbon emission.
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different scenarios. For example, a great fluctuation of facility
related cost may be obtained from opening different numbers of
facilities for fulfilling the customer demands in different scenarios.
In this respect, the introduction of network flexibility can solve that
problem. This is a very important observation that, even if the CV of
the use of flexible capacity is instable, it improves the flexibility of
the model by relaxing the rigid capacity constraints and is an
effective way to improve the in-sample stability of the objective
value over different scenario trees. In practice, it means, instead of
opening and operating an additional facility, the small and fluctuate
increase on customer demands may be satisfied by a variety of
flexible options in a CLSC.

Thereafter, the gap estimators between the lower bound and the
upper bound were tested. They measure the quality of the different
SAA problems in comparison with the reference problem. With the
increase of sample size from 10 to 50, the optimality gap of cost
minimization decreases dramatically from 1.73% to 0.16%. However,
the optimality gap of the minimization of carbon emission is not
improved, which remains stable at approximately 5%. Considering
the quality of the solution in both in-sample stability and opti-
mality gap estimators, the sample size 50 was selected to solve the
multi-objective optimization problem in our experiment.

The individual optimal cost and carbon emission of the refer-
ence sample, which are used as the benchmark in the weighting
method, were first calculated through comparing the candidate
first-level decisions obtained from the SAA. Then, the weight
Table 9
Statistical lower bounds, upper bounds and gap estimators of the WS, the cost and the
wemission ¼ 0:5

Criteria Lower bound Upper bo

gK;J s2gK;J

CV gK;J

WS 1.040 0.007 0.69% 1.066
Cost 81,072,158 339,141 0.42% 81,166,2
Emission 44,042,682 473,632 1.08% 46,245,0
combination of wcost ¼ wemission ¼ 0:5 was tested. The result is
presented in Tables 9 and 10. Table 9 compares the statistical lower
bounds, upper bounds and gap estimators of the WS, the cost and
the carbon emission in the optimal solution. It is noteworthy that
not only the WS but also each objective value should comply with
the convergence criteria in a multi-objective optimization problem.
Table 10 shows the comparison of the cost, the carbon emissions
and the first-level decisions in different scenarios. Compared with
the two benchmark values, in the optimal solution of wcost ¼
wemission ¼ 0:5, the total cost deviates by 3.4% and the carbon
emission deviates by 5.3% from their individual optimums. The
result shows the trade-off between cost and carbon emission in
CLSCND and, in practice, it can be interpreted as the total carbon
emission of the CLSC may be reduced by 8% when 3.4% more in-
vestments are budgeted for improving the technological levels as
well as other carbon reduction measures. In addition, it is also
noted that the network configurations are by no means identical
when the focus of system planning varies.

6.1. Sensitivity analysis

The model's behavior with respect to the change of weight
combinations are of interest in the experiment. Hence, a sensitivity
analysis was conducted. The weight of the cost objective increases
gradually from 0.1 to 0.9 by the step of 0.1, while at the same time,
the weight of the carbon emission objective decreases with the
carbon emission in the optimal solution with the weight combination of wcost ¼

und Gap estimators

s2gK;J
CV gK;J s2gK;J

0.062 0.027 2.57% 0.062
40 3,154,584 94,082 0.12% 3,172,762
50 4,120,097 2,202,367 5.00% 4,147,231



Table 10
Comparison of the cost, the carbon emission and the first level decisions in different scenarios.

Objective Cost Emission First-level decisions

Bd Bc Bu Br

Individual cost 78,368,299 47,854,593 5, 6 1, 4, 5 3 2
Individual Emission 152,706,948 41,818,203 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 3, 4
wcost ¼ wemission ¼

0:5
81,072,158 44,042,682 5, 6 1, 3, 4 3 4
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same pace. Tables 11e13 present the statistical lower bounds, upper
bounds and gap estimators of the WS, the cost and the carbon
emission in the optimal solution of each scenario. Through all the
test scenarios, the absolute range of CVs for theWS, the cost and the
carbon emission are [0.47%,1.07%], [0.25%,1.57%] and [0.95%,1.86%].
The absolute ranges of the gap percentage for the WS, the cost and
the carbon emission are [0.66%, 4.74%], [0.01%, 1.22%], and [3.53%,
5.32%], respectively. The results show a high level of consistency, so
the tested sample size can be used to generate reliable objective
values and robust first-level decisions in CLSCND.

The Pareto frontier of the problem, as shown in Fig. 4, was ob-
tained by solving the reference sample in each scenario with the
candidates of the first-level decisions obtained from the SAA. Fig. 5
illustrates, in the optimal solution of each scenario, the deviation of
cost and carbon emission from their respective individual opti-
mums. In the individual carbon emission optimization scenario,
compared with its adjacent point (wcost ¼ 0:1 and wemission ¼ 0:9),
the carbon emission can only be reduced by 0.46% with a 68.2%
increase on the total cost due to the large cost related to facility
operation. Hence, this point is considered as an unrealistic and near
dominated solution, which is not included in the comparison in
Figs. 4 and 5.

It is observed the slope of the Pareto frontier is much higher
when wcost decreases from 1 to 0.6, and this reveals the increased
investments> on technological updates as well as other measures
are much more effective in the minimization of carbon emission.
Besides, when wcost ranges from 0.3 to 0.8, the cost and carbon
emission are balanced with each other as can be seen in Fig. 5, so
the system behavior of the scenarios within this range may
Table 11
Statistical lower bounds, upper bounds and gap estimators of the WS in the optimal solu

Scenario Lower bound Upper

gK;J s2gK;J
CV bgHðbxÞ

wcost ¼
0:1

1.114 0.011 1.00% 1.061

wcost ¼
0:2

1.029 0.009 0.92% 1.072

wcost ¼
0:3

1.041 0.009 0.85% 1.080

wcost ¼
0:4

1.045 0.011 1.07% 1.073

wcost ¼
0:5

1.040 0.007 0.69% 1.066

wcost ¼
0:6

1.035 0.007 0.63% 1.057

wcost ¼
0:7

1.030 0.006 0.57% 1.046

wcost ¼
0:8

1.022 0.007 0.69% 1.035

wcost ¼
0:9

1.012 0.005 0.47% 1.018
particularly be interested for investigation. Based on the above
discussions, for the test instance, the weight combinations with
wcost ¼ 0:8, wcost ¼ 0:7 and wcost ¼ 0:6 may be suggested to the
decision-makers.
6.2. Implications

Through the analysis of the computational results, some general
modeling and managerial implications are obtained.

The implications related to the modeling and computations are
summarized as follows:

� From the modelling perspective, the fuzzy parameters enable a
higher flexibility in the interpretation of the objective value
obtained, while on the other hand, the stochastic parameters in
the constraints improve the robustness of the first-level location
decisions in CLSCND.

� The inclusion of network flexibility (penalty) in the objective
function can dramatically improve the in-sample stability and
the consistency of a stochastic network design problem over a
variety of scenario trees. Hence, the quality and the reliability of
decision-making is improved.

� In general, the quality of solution of a SAA problem is improved
with the increase of sample size. However, in some conditions,
the increased sample size may not yield a significant improve-
ment on the convergence rate.

The managerial implications are given as follows:
tion of different scenarios.

bound Gap estimators

s2bgH ðbxÞ gapK;J;HðbxÞ % s2gap

0.087 � 0.053 � 4.74% 0.088

0.083 0.042 4.12% 0.083

0.080 0.039 3.70% 0.081

0.068 0.027 2.63% 0.069

0.062 0.027 2.57% 0.062

0.056 0.022 2.10% 0.056

0.050 0.017 1.62% 0.050

0.045 0.013 1.26% 0.046

0.043 0.007 0.66% 0.043



Table 12
Statistical lower bounds, upper bounds and gap estimators of the cost in the optimal solution of different scenarios.

Scenario Lower bound Upper bound Gap estimators

gK;J s2gK;J
CV bgHðbxÞ s2bgH ðbxÞ gapK ;J;HðbxÞ % s2gap

wcost ¼ 0 152,706,948 380,647 0.25% 152,747,375 3,487,936 40,427 0.03% 3,508,645
wcost ¼

0:1
90,705,749 384,588 0.42% 90,812,070 3,529,256 106,321 0.12% 3,550,149

wcost ¼
0:2

90,546,026 472,528 0.52% 90,536,972 3,761,136 � 9,054 � 0.01% 3,790,703

wcost ¼
0:3

82,613,039 1,161,177 1.41% 84,446,398 3,742,547 1,833,359 2.22% 3,918,544

wcost ¼
0:4

82,312,926 1,290,166 1.57% 81,305,003 3,279,784 � 1,007,923 � 1.22% 3,524,416

wcost ¼
0:5

81,072,158 339,141 0.42% 81,166,240 3,154,584 94,082 0.12% 3,172,762

wcost ¼
0:6

79,564,476 342,610 0.43% 79,663,634 3,148,117 99,157 0.12% 3,166,705

wcost ¼
0:7

79,369,412 357,133 0.45% 79,454,148 3,158,129 84,735 0.11% 3,178,258

wcost ¼
0:8

78,949,053 524,816 0.66% 79,336,661 3,087,573 387,608 0.49% 3,131,858

wcost ¼
0:9

78,494,014 325,789 0.42% 78,611,687 3,143,586 117,674 0.15% 3,160,423

wcost ¼ 1 78,368,299 341,976 0.44% 78,495,730 3,085,636 127,431 0.16% 3,104,528

Table 13
Statistical lower bounds, upper bounds and gap estimators of the carbon emission in the optimal solution of different scenarios.

Scenario Lower bound Upper bound Gap estimators

gK;J s2gK;J
CV bgHðbxÞ s2bgH ðbxÞ gapK;J;HðbxÞ % s2gap

wcost ¼ 0 41,818,203 452,596 1.08% 43,878,007 3,845,616 2,059,804 4.93% 3,872,158
wcost ¼

0:1
42,001,578 458,233 1.09% 44,191,587 3,982,677 2,190,008 5.21% 4,008,952

wcost ¼
0:2

42,016,282 455,152 1.08% 44,249,945 4,054,012 2,233,663 5.32% 4,079,483

wcost ¼
0:3

43,625,994 560,223 1.28% 45,521,303 4,209,284 1,895,309 4.34% 4,246,401

wcost ¼
0:4

43,902,992 499,549 1.14% 46,189,938 4,079,094 2,286,946 5.21% 4,109,569

wcost ¼
0:5

44,042,682 473,632 1.08% 46,245,050 4,120,097 2,202,367 5.00% 4,147,231

wcost ¼
0:6

44,947,326 477,658 1.06% 47,154,229 4,136,711 2,206,903 4.91% 4,164,197

wcost ¼
0:7

45,145,237 463,742 1.03% 47,372,615 4,118,896 2,227,379 4.93% 4,144,920

wcost ¼
0:8

45,938,860 852,204 1.86% 47,560,087 4,065,170 1,621,227 3.53% 4,153,535

wcost ¼
0:9

47,037,278 528,014 1.12% 49,288,594 4,283,488 2,251,315 4.79% 4,315,908

wcost ¼ 1 47,854,593 456,951 0.95% 50,086,401 4,392,827 2,231,808 4.66% 4,416,530
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� From the practical perspective, the network flexibility at the
operational level, e.g., outsourcing, hire of seasonal workers and
rent of equipment, etc., may have significant impact on the
location decisions and should thus be taken holistically into
account of CLSCND.

� The carbon emission of a CLSC may be reduced at an increased
cost for technological updates as well as other methods.

� The effectiveness in the reduction of carbon emission may be of
significant difference when different investment strategies are
used.
7. Conclusion

The increasing focus on sustainable development accompanied
with stringent environmental regulations has caused companies to
take responsibility of the whole lifecycle of their products through
CLSC management. This paper formulates a new fuzzy-stochastic
multi-objective optimization model for CLSCND under both
epistemic uncertainty and randomness. The customer demands,
the rate of EOL returns and the quality level are featured with high
randomness and are thus formulated as stochastic parameters. The
other uncertain parameters are formulated as fuzzy triangular
numbers in order to deal with the inherent imprecision of forecast.
Besides, the network flexibility is considered and is incorporated in
the model development. In order to solve the proposed mathe-
matical model, an equivalent auxiliary crisp model is first formu-
lated and a SAAWM is then developed. The model is validated
through a set of computational experiments whose results lead to



Fig. 5. Deviation of cost and carbon emission from their individual optimal value.

Fig. 4. Pareto frontier between cost and carbon emission.
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both theoretical and managerial implications.
The main contributions of the research are summarized as

follows:

� From the theoretical perspective on model development, this
research first provides a thorough elaboration on the signifi-
cance and reasons why the mixed uncertainty and the network
flexibility need to be considered holistically in CLSCND. Based
upon which, a new fuzzy-stochastic multi-objective model for
CLSCND is the developed to simultaneously deal with multiple
objectives, different types of uncertainty and the network
flexibility.

� From the practical implementation perspective, a new solution
approach is proposed to effectively and efficiently solve the
complex optimization problem formulated and to test the per-
formance of the model over different scenario trees. In addition,
general managerial implications are obtained through the
analytical study of a set of numerical experiments in order to
provide practical insights into CLSCND under multiple objec-
tives, mixed uncertainty and the network flexibility.

For further development of this research, four suggestions are
made.

� Research efforts may be given to the development of methods to
assess, formulate and include social sustainability in CLSCND.

� The carbon emission objective may be reformulated as different
carbon policies in order to better reflect the practical regulations
(Mohammed et al., 2019).

� The model may be expended with more flexible options, for
example, a flexible manufacturing system for multi-sourced
product flow in CLSCND (Yu and Solvang, 2018).

� The solution approach may be improved with more advanced
methods in order to improve the computational efficiency and
the quality of solution, e.g., augmented εeconstraint method for
multi-objective optimization (Mavrotas, 2009; Yu and Solvang,
2016a).
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